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Abstract

It has been known that mixed automorphic forms arise naturally as holomorphic forms on elliptic varieties
and that they include classical automorphic forms as a special case. In this paper, we show how to construct
mixed automorphic forms of type (k, I) from elliptic modular forms to give nontrivial examples of mixed
automorphic forms.

1991 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): primary 11F55, 11F60.

1. Introduction

The concept of mixed automorphic forms was introduced by Stiller [9] in 1984. It
turns out that mixed automorphic forms arise naturally as holomorphic forms on
elliptic varieties and that they include classical automorphic forms as a special case.

Given non-negative integers k and /, mixed cusp forms of type (k, I) for a dis-
crete subgroup r C SL(2,&) are defined using automorphy factors of the form

J(M,T)kJ(x(M),co(T))', where J{M,z) = cr+dforM = \ | e T and w is a
\c d)

holomorphic map of the Poincare upper half plane satisfying CO(M(T)) = \ (M) (co(r))
with respect to a homomorphism x '• T —»• SL(2,&). Mixed cusp forms of type (2, /)
can be interpreted as holomorphic forms of the highest degree on an elliptic variety
(cf. [1, 2]), and various aspects of such cusp forms were studied extensively by Lee
(see for example [3, 4, 6]). Mixed automorphic forms of several variables have also
been investigated (cf. [5, 7]).

However, unfortunately, non-trivial examples of mixed automorphic forms have
never been discussed in the literature. In this paper, we give non-trivial examples of
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such forms. We show how to construct mixed automorphic forms of type (k, I) from
elliptic modular forms. We follow definitions and notation given in [6].

2. Mixed automorphic forms

LetF c SL(2, @) be a Fuchsian group of the first kind, and let x • T - • SL(2,&)
be a homomorphism of groups. Thus both F and the image x (T) of F under x operate
on the Poincare upper half plane / = (i e ^ | Im(r) > 0} by linear fractional
transformations. Let co : Jff -» J4? be a F-equivariant holomorphic map, that is, a
holomorphic map that satisfies co(M(x)) = x(M)<y(r) for all M e F and x e Jif.
We assume that the image of a parabolic element of F under x is a parabolic element
in x( r ) . Given a cusp 5 of F we set

As = {a e SL(2, 3?) | cr(oo) = s),

and let A be the union [J As of As for all cusps s of P. We assume that the
homomorphism x can be extended to a mapping x '• T U A —• *€.

Given a pair of non-negative even integers k and /, we set 7*'X(M, x) = {ex +
d)k(c'co(x) + d')' for

Then . / ^ : (F U A) x Jjf ->• ^ is a factor of automorphy, that is, it satisfies the
condition

(1) J£X(MXM2, x) = Jt:'x(Mu M2(r)) • Jk
w'x(M2, x)

for all A f , , M 2 e r a n d r e JIC.
Let 5 be a cusp of F, and let a be an element of SL (2, &) such that a (oo) = s. We

set (/IUCT)(T) = •^'/X(CT' T)" ' /(CTT) and we have the Fourier expansion of (flkjcr)
at oo of the form

(f\u<?)(r) = J2 > a-e2*""'*.
which is called the Fourier expansion of / at 5.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let F, a>, and x be as above. A mixed automorphic form of type
(k, I) associated to F, co and x is a holomorphic function / : Jf? —> ^ satisfying the
following conditions:

(i) / (Mr ) = JkJx(M, x)f(x) for all M e F.
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(ii) The Fourier coefficients an of / at each cusp s satisfy the condition that n > 0
whenever an ^ 0.

The holomorphic function / is a mixed cusp form if (ii) is replaced with the
following condition:

(ii)' The Fourier coefficients an of / at each cusp s satisfy the condition that n > 0
whenever an ^ 0.

We shall denote by Skj(T, co, x) the space of mixed cusp forms of type (k, I)
associated to F, co and x-

REMARK 2.2. If Sm (F) denotes the space of cusp forms of weight m for F, then we
have

On the other hand for k = 0 the elements of S0J (F, co, x) are generalized automorphic
forms of weight / in the sense of Hoyt and Stiller (see for example, [9, p. 31]).

Despite the importance of the theory of mixed cusp forms, the only known examples
in the literature are those in the above Remark 2.2. The next section is concerned with
the construction of other examples.

3. Constructions

In this section we describe how to construct mixed cusp forms from elliptic modular
forms. This will generate non-trivial examples of mixed automorphic forms.

THEOREM 3.1. Letco{z) - (ar+/3)/(yr-|-<$), where w = I" , ) e SL(2,&).

Then, for any M € F, note that x(M) = wMw'K Let fk+l be in Sk+I(T). Then

(2) g(z) = (yr + S)1 fk+l(r)

is in Sk.i(r,ot),x)-

PROOF. Since co(Mr) = X(M)(CO(T)), for any M e SL(2,3t), we get x(M) =

coMco~\ with co=(a f ) e SL{2, S#).

Now, first of all, the function g(r) is a well-defined holomorphic map from J(f to
ff. By simple computation, it is easy to check the functional equation of g: for any
Me F,

" for 1
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Next, we need to check the holomorphic condition of g at each cusp of F; let s
be any cusp in F. Take a e SL(2,&) such that CT(OO) = s. Then, a~lVsa =

' some h e 2T\ with r s = \M e F \ M(s) = s}. Hence, it can be
0 1

checked that (g\kjcr)(x + h) — (g\kj0-)(x). This implies that there exists a function
H(z) on Jff \ {0} such that

, x e Jff>,

where JC is the unit disk (see, for instance, [8, p. 39]). On the other hand, since fk+l

is a holomorphic elliptic modular form on F, at each cusp s on F it has a Fourier
expansion of the form

(cnx +d<ry
k-'fk+l(a{x)) = TX a(n)e2™*'\ a = ( * * V

Thus, we have

' + da)-
klfk+l(a(r))

y a(n)elninxlh.

Since v'e~27tv" -*• 0 as n —> cx3, with any v = Im(r), the above expansion guarantees
the holomorphic condition of g at the cusp s. Hence, we see that g e Skj(T, a>, \)-
This proves the theorem.

We now give a more general theorem on the construction of mixed automorphic
forms.

THEOREM 3.2. Let co : Jff —• Jf? be any T-equivariant holomorphic map, that is,
co(M(r)) = X(A/)(CI>(T))/OA-every M e F. Furthermore, we impose the condition on
X such that the image of a translation of the form r —• T + h under x is a translation

co -> (o + hy for some hy e £#.. Let us take an element N = I „) e SL(2, ffl).
\y 8J

Then, for any elliptic cusp form f, e Si(Nx(T)N~l) and elliptic modular form gk of
weight k inF,
(3) hN{x) = (yco(r) + 8)~' f(Nco(r))gk(r)

is an element of Sk /(F, co, x)-

PROOF. Let x (M) = ( a, ,. 1, for any M = Ia , ) € F. Then we have
\c d) \c d)

hN{Mx) = (yco(Mr) + 8)-' f,{Nco{MT))gk(Mx)

= (ex + d)k(c'co(x) + d')'(yco(x) + S)~' f,(Nco(x))gk(x)
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since CO(MT) = x(M)(co(z)), f, e Si(Nx(r)N~l) andgk is an elliptic modular form
on F. Now we need to check the holomorphic condition of hN at each cusp s of F:

Let s be a cusp of F. Take a = (a" a j e 5L(2, 3$) satisfying CT(OO) = 5.

Note that

I /r i,\

some/* € ^ ) c CT"'Fcr,

withF, = { M e r | M i = s).

Since we can see that (hN\kJa)(r + h) = (hN\kJa)(r), there exists a function
on JT \ {0} such that (/ZA4./0-)<T) = H(e2niT/h), r e J f , where JT is the unit disk.
To see the holomorphic condition at each cusp 5 in F, we need to consider the Fourier
expansions of /, and gk at cusps:

Firstly, at each cusp s in T, let the Fourier expansion of gk be (gk\k(r)(r) =
(car + da)~

kgk(a(r)) = X)n>o b(n)el7"nxlh, for a as above. Next, because the image
of a parabolic element in F under x is also parabolic, if s is a cusp in F, then co(s)
is a cusp in x(T) and NOJ(S) is a cusp in Nx(T)N~l. Furthermore, since the image
of a translation of the form r —> r + h under x is a translation co —>• w + /ix for
some /ix e ^?, we have co(oo) = oo. Thus, Nco(a(oo)) = Nco(s) implies that
Nx(v)(°o) = Nco(s). This implies that

with F^ , , , = {A € Nx(r)N^ | A(AMs)) = A^w(5)}. Hence, we have that, for

( (a> + <5)o;(r) + (fe> +d'a&))-'MNX(<T)(o(T)) =

from the cusp condition of //. This shows that

= ((a'ay + c'J)co(r) + (b'ay + d'a&))-'f,(N X{o)a>(T))(cax + day
k gk{a {x))

This shows that hN{r) is holomorphic at each cusp s of F.

REMARK 3.3. (1) If we take co to be any linear fractional transformation, that

is, co = ( , I € SL(2,&), in the theorem, then co{x) should be of the form
\c d)
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co ( T ) = T + b, for the image of a translation of the form r - > r + l i , l i 6 f under x
is a translation co —>• co + hx for some hx e 8%. Thus,

is the mixed cusp form given in Remark 2.1
(2) Let /, e Si(Nx(T)N~l), gk e Sk(r). If we take N = id in Theorem 3.2,

^ ( r ) = fi(co(z))gk(z) is a mixed automorphic form of type (k, I) associated with
T, co,x-

(3) Let /, e S,(r), gk e 5t(r). If we take AT = ft *\ then

is a mixed automorphic form of type (k, /) associated with Y,co, x -
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